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UNIT 2 
Week Lesson/Concept Notes Resources 

in OG 
Manual 

Resources 
in How to 

Teach 
Spelling 

Resources in 
Syllable Word 

Book 

Red Words Correlation with 
Wonders (Unit 

Week for reading 
practice with 
new OG skill) 

8 EA, EE vowel 
teams 

Goal: spelling long 
e words correctly 
(e, e-e, ea, ee). 

Expose to 
alternate 

pronunciations for 
EA (RR 207-8). 

  19-24 
almost, 
listen 

Unit 3.4, 5.6, 
6.4, 5.4 

9 AI, AY vowel 
teams 

Goal: spelling long 
a words correctly 

(a, a-e, a, ay). 

  19-24 
always, 
because 

Unit 3.1, 5.4 

10 OA, OE vowel 
teams 

Goal: spelling long 
o words correctly 
(o, o-e, oa, oe). 

 

  19-24 
friend, 
their 

Unit 3.3, 5.4 

11 AR, OR 
 

Goal: spelling 
words containing 

these sounds. 

  29-30 
through, 
mother 

Unit 4.3, 6.5, 
4.5 

12 ER, IR, UR Goal: spelling 
words containing 

this sound. 

  25-28 
father, 

another 

Unit 4.2, 4.5 

13 -er as a suffix Goal: spelling 
words containing 

 30  
odd, 

Unit 4.2, 3.5 



this sound, as well 
as this suffix.  Use 
Level 2 Midterm 
assessment in 
place of Friday 

test. 

enough 

14 OW (RR 142, 
206)—teach 
both sounds 

Introduce 
Diphthongs and 

dictate words 
containing both 

pronunciations for 
OW. Teach 

Syllable Division 
Pattern 4-V/V. 

 51-52 31 
buy, door 

Unit 5.1 

Notes: 
 
Steps for Introducing a New Concept, Advanced, should be followed each week—see green flip chart. 
 
Letter formation with house paper is not necessary at this level unless students need additional instruction in basic handwriting.  
 
Steps for Teaching Red Words should be followed each week—see green flip chart.  An additional red word of the teacher’s 
choosing may be added each week to facilitate student compositions. 
 
Correlations to Wonders units are provided so that students can practice new OG phonics skills by applying when reading connected 
text (Wonders stories).  Be sure to introduce or review needed sight words listed in Wonders units before reading.  Wonders sight 
words should be used to strengthen reading skills; red words, however, are to be mastered for both reading AND spelling. 
 
There are lessons in How to Teach Spelling that may be helpful for extending learning; see page numbers to locate lessons. The 
Syllable Word Book is also referenced to provide lists of words for practicing syllable division with each new concept, once 
open/closed lesson has been taught. 
 

 


